
Day 7

all Asubset ACR is dense iffor
every interval (a,b), then (a,b)1A *4

Back to circle rotations...

....--(x+ x3x whatdoes itmean

for an orbit(set) to
be dense on the circle?

[x]x still wantno gaps...

Define p:R -1R/T
, p(x) =(x3z

x +[x]x

Exercise:Show that "function"f([x]x) =x

is notwell defined (notposible)
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P is called the projection from R to RIK

If ACIR/X let

p(A)= =2 x =(R =

p(x)+A3
the gaps in A are the same as the gaps in p(A)"
Butnot vice versa

Exercise Show thatUK is dense in Mr
where h/=32993x: =&}

Exercise Show thatany finite subset ofIRI's
not dense in RX-



Recall ofdefinition ofgroup
A group is aset 6 with an operation *
such thatAg, has then gates and:

1) Jec6 s.e. Ageb, exg=gre =

g (identity)
2) Fg, h, k = 6 SA(qx4*k =gx(hxx) (associativ

3) Wge6 Jg6 sA gag=gg =e (inverse)

Example Odd integers are nota subgroup,Otodds

Example ④ CRRis a subgroup
-

Example 30,1,2, ... 3 is a subgroup, since-

thereare no inverses

#

am:Let Ra:R/z + R/x be the

dynamics of rotation by 2.

Then p(01([0Sx)) is a subgroup ofR.
where 0f([03x) =[P([0]x):n=x3.

RoofDenote H:=p"(0=(0],)
Step 1.

we chain that

H =Ek +lx :k,lzx3.



proof ofclaim:Suppose x*Hi.e x =p'(01/07x
by definition ofSetpre-image

since x =p"(0=(0])x)

p(x) =[x]0=([0]x)
even there exists RET S.A

[x3x =R2([03x)
Now & a([0b, =10 +ex]x =[lx]x

So [x]x =[lx]x
this means thatthere exists FET
S.t

x =k +lx.

This proves y=k+1x =H =3k +ex:k,lex3

i.2 p(0=([0]]x) =H (3k +ex:k.ET1,

Exercise prove that[k+10:x,eex] < p(0=([0])x)

Step 2 Now we
prove

thatit is a

subgroup.
CLICK :(k+ex) +(m

+nd) =(n+x) +(( +n)dEH
-

Check: 0H?yes 0 =0+0 - xcH
-

Ack:letXEH, is -xin H?

Yes, if x
=
k+lx fork, le

-x =-(k +ex) =- k +(e)d cH


